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With little Johnnieâ€™s birthday fast approaching both mom and dad must prepare for his party. There
will be a nicely decorated cake with five candles, several tables prepared with paper plates and
napkins declaring its someoneâ€™s birthday, and chairs for perhaps twenty young guests from Johnnieâ€™s
pre-school. And balloons! And there will also be lots and lots of brightly colored balloons that will be
anchored to and floating above each table. No matter where in this earth that small child is
celebrating a birthday there will most likely be plenty of balloons added to the party for they are
universally popular with kids of all ages. And that means adults as well as the small fry. Cause for
celebration means brightly colored balloons!

A childâ€™s birthday is celebrated basically the same way whether in France, the U.S., or China and
balloons will be found, merrily decorating the party scene. Celebration of any occasion is brightened
up considerably with the addition of big bunches of brightly colored inflated balloons. Whether itâ€™s to
celebrate that young childâ€™s anniversary of their birth, an adult who has made another milestone
(Happy 40th), or the new job or even retirement, balloons always represent happiness and joy. They
can be imprinted with slogans or simple messages that state exactly how important this day is.
Balloons come in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. Some can even be twisted and manipulated
into shapes like animals and flowers.

Shoot them off like rockets or watch them float away Kids love to play with balloons! They are a safe
and fun filled toy when filled with water and thrown about. They can be shot like a rocket when filled
with air and then released. They can be filled with some form of compressed gas (helium or
hydrogen) and when released, will float heavenwards, going who knows where. Some even insert a
message inside their balloon before inflating and then releasing it. Who knows who may someday
find that message and respond?

Balloons make a funny noise when their air is release slowly, often making everyone who hears the
deflating sound laugh heartily! But probably the most useful and appreciated balloons are those with
a message imprinted on their side. Mylar balloons can be found in nearly every grocery store and all
party supply stores and may have a wide assortment of messages to relate. Some great uses for
balloons include:

Anniversary Parties

Birthdays (for any age participant)

Romance and Love

Secretaryâ€™s Day Celebration

Bosses Day Celebration

Birth Announcements

New Job

Retirement from the Job

Sports Themed Celebrations
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Graduation Congratulations

Balloons can be noisy party favors!

When the party is nearly over a favorite pastime is found in simply bursting balloons to enjoy the
loud bang they can make. Present a bag full of small balloons to the party goers and watch them
invent various methods of play and destruction of their toys. They can fill them with water and â€œbombâ€•
each other, they can fill them with air and aim then fire them off at one another, or they can simply
let the air out slowly and enjoy the high pitched squeak that air makes as it escapes! No matter the
purpose and use balloons will always be a joy at any occasion!
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a Personalised balloons really give that special touch to any celebration. Check out the range of
options on Balloon-printing.com for your christening, engagement or a anniversary balloons.
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